
 

 

  

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Communication & Language / Literacy 

Space Role Play 

Labelling a rocket 

Making a list of things to take in your rocket and space passports 

Designing a spaceship  

Letters to an alien 

Writing facts about the planets and stars 

Reading space themed sentences 

 

 

Mathematics  
Building 9 and 10 

Numbers 
9 & 10 

 Comparing numbers to 10 

 Ordering numbers to 10 

 Counting back from 10 

 Bonds to 10 
 
Measure, Shape and Spatial Thinking 

3D shape 
Pattern (2) 
 

Matching objects 

 Building with 3D shapes 

 Printing with 3D shapes -link to Space 

 Pattern  

 

                                                                                              

Understanding the World     

Space themed Science experiments 

 Bubbling Planets 

 Craters on the Moon 

 Glowing Stars 

Space themed tuff trays and sensory space 

Non- fiction Space books, powerpoints, films 

Space Maps 

Water tray – glitter, sequins, blue water, 

plastic bottle rockets 

 

 

Physical Development  Space pencil control                   

Practise lower and upper case letter formation 

using letter families and lead in and out flick.                                     

Practise numeral formation.  

Space dance with Holly. 

PE with Mr Treble. 

Space playdough mats 

AMAZING SPACE 
Why do we have day and night? 

             

Phonics                                                    

 

Tricky words: Revision of all covered 

 Find corresponding capital letter to any letter learned so far. 

 Practise reading and writing captions and sentences.  

 

 

Personal, Social & Emotional Development 

Jigsaw       Relationships 

Trick Box   Feeling Calm , Floating Cloud Card. 

R.E   Why do Christians put a cross in the Easter 

Garden? 

 Can you name a symbol that is important to 

Christians? 

 The symbol of the cross 

 Palm Sunday – Why is it a happy day? Why 

were the crowds pleased to see Jesus? 

 Easter – Why is it a sad time for Christians? 

 Why do we celebrate Easter? 

 

 

Expressive Arts and Design  

Learning songs and rhymes about Space   

Listen to Gustav Holst “The Planets” – create 

movements to the music 

Making star biscuits 

Design an alien 

Space themed pictures 

Van Gogh’s – Starry night 

Space rockets 

Space role play (outside) make a large rocket 

 

 

    


